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Internet Price $0
Specifications:

Year:  2015  

VIN:  4A4AP3AU6FE060940  

Make:  Mitsubishi  

Stock:  060940FS  

Model/Trim:  Outlander Sport ES  

Condition:  Pre-Owned  

Body:  Wagon  

Exterior:  [X42] Labrador Black Pearl  

Engine:  2.0L I4 148hp 145ft. lbs.  

Interior:  Black Cloth  

Transmission:  CVT  

Mileage:  53,791  

Drivetrain:  Front Wheel Drive  

Economy:  City 25 / Highway 32

Step into the realm of sleek style and
dependable performance with this
captivating 2015 Mitsubishi Outlander
Sport ES, a true embodiment of
modern design and engineering
excellence. With a mere 53,791 miles
on the odometer, this outstanding SUV
has been meticulously maintained to
ensure a driving experience that feels
as fresh and exhilarating as the day it
rolled off the assembly line.

Wrapped in an elegant black exterior,
this Outlander Sport ES boasts a
commanding presence on the road, its
color symbolizing the sophistication
and mystery that awaits you behind the
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and mystery that awaits you behind the
wheel. The allure continues as you
open the door to reveal a pristine black
cloth interior that invites you to take a
seat and revel in the comfort and style
that surrounds you. The carbon fiber
interior accents add a touch of sporty
elegance, while the leather-trimmed
steering wheel and shift knob offer a
tactile pleasure that enhances every
journey.

Under the hood, the 2.0L I4 engine
produces a robust 148 horsepower and
145 ft. lbs. of torque, delivering a
smooth yet spirited drive that's both
efficient and responsive. Coupled with
the seamless CVT transmission, this
Outlander Sport ES offers an engaging
ride that's as enjoyable on winding
back roads as it is on bustling city
streets.

This SUV isn't just about looks and
performance; it's also about offering a
suite of features designed to enhance
your driving experience. Enjoy the
convenience of a wireless data link
with Bluetooth connectivity, allowing
you to stream your favorite tunes or
make hands-free calls with ease. The
auxiliary audio input further expands
your audio options, while the digital
sound processing ensures crystal-clear
sound quality for all your entertainment
needs.

Safety is paramount in the 2015
Mitsubishi Outlander Sport ES, and
this vehicle doesn't disappoint.
Equipped with knee airbags for the
driver, side airbags for front
passengers, and side curtain airbags



 

passengers, and side curtain airbags
for front occupants, you can drive with
peace of mind knowing that you and
your loved ones are protected. The
LED taillights not only add to the
vehicle's striking appearance but also
enhance visibility, ensuring you're seen
by others on the road.

The driving experience is further
refined with features like cruise control
for effortless long-distance travel and
ABS for unwavering control under
challenging conditions. The aluminum
alloy wheels not only add to the
vehicle's aesthetic appeal but also
provide a smooth and stable ride.

As an Edmunds's Top 10 Least
Expensive SUVs and Crossovers
award recipient, this 2015 Mitsubishi
Outlander Sport ES is a testament to
its value and desirability. It's a vehicle
that offers the perfect blend of
affordability, style, and functionality,
making it an ideal choice for anyone
seeking a reliable and attractive SUV.

Don't miss the opportunity to own this
gem of automotive craftsmanship. The
2015 Mitsubishi Outlander Sport ES is
a vehicle that promises to deliver joy,
comfort, and reliability to its next proud
owner. Come and experience the
allure of this exceptional SUV today,
and drive away with a vehicle that's
sure to turn heads and ignite your
passion for the road.

MOST OF MY LISTINGS END WITH A
PHONE CALL...
DON'T HESITATE TO CALL GABRIEL
TO GET A MORE DETAILED
DESCRIPTION.



 

DESCRIPTION.

CALL GABE ~AT 361-232-0200~ IF
YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS!

SEE MORE AT
WWW.DISCOUNTMOTORCO.COM
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Vehicle History Report : as Of 04/27/2024

*carfax Snapshot is a reflection of available information on the date the report was pulled. carfax
is constantly being updated with new information and is subject to change at any time.

 

Our Location :
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Snapshot

2015 MITSUBISHI OUTLANDER SPORT ES

No accidents or damage reported to
CARFAX

21 Service history
records

2 Previous owners

Personal
vehicle

Last owned in Texas

53,791 Last reported odometer
reading

FREE CARFAX Report

See the full CARFAX Report for additional information
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Installed Options

Interior

- Air filtration - Front air conditioning  - Rear vents: second row - Floor mat material: carpet 

- Floor mats: front - Interior accents: carbon fiber  - Shift knob trim: leather  

- Steering wheel trim: leather - Cargo area light - Cruise control 

- Multi-function remote: keyless entry - Power outlet(s): two 12V - Power steering 

- Steering wheel: tilt and telescopic  - Clock - Digital odometer - External temperature display

- Multi-function display - Trip odometer - Front seat type: bucket  - Rear seat folding: split  

- Rear seat type: 60-40 split bench  - Upholstery: cloth

Exterior

- Front bumper color: body-color - Mirror color: body-color - Taillights: LED 

- Side mirror adjustments: power - Side mirrors: heated  - Spare wheel type: steel  

- Tire Pressure Monitoring System - Wheels: aluminum alloy 

- Front wipers: variable intermittent - Power windows - Rear privacy glass 

- Rear wiper: intermittent - Window defogger: rear
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